The effects of x-ray irradiation on the transfer and noise characteristics of excimer-laser-annealed polycrystalline silicon ͑poly-Si͒ thin-film transistors ͑TFTs͒ have been examined at dose levels up to 1000 Gy. Parameters including mobility, threshold voltage, subthreshold swing, and leakage current, as well as flicker and thermal noise coefficients, were determined as a function of dose. In addition, the physical mechanisms of the observed changes in these parameters are analyzed in terms of radiation-generated charge in the gate oxide, at the Si-SiO 2 interface, and at the grain boundaries. The results of the studies indicate that poly-Si TFTs exhibit sufficient radiation tolerance for the use in active-matrix flat-panel imagers for most medical x-ray applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past three decades, polycrystalline silicon ͑poly-Si͒ has played an increasingly important role in a broad range of semiconductor-related technologies.
1 For example, it is widely used in integrated circuits such as dynamic and static random-access memories, 1-4 in microelectromechanical systems, 5 in solar cells, 6 and in large-area electronic systems such as flat-panel active-matrix displays.
1, 7 The tremendous interest in poly-Si has been due, in part, to the fact that this material exhibits high carrier mobilities ͑on the order of 100 cm 2 / V s for both electrons and holes͒, 8 and lends itself toward inexpensive and largearea deposition. 9 These characteristics of poly-Si make it a promising candidate for the use in the emerging technology of activematrix flat-panel imagers ͑AMFPIs͒. 10 AMFPIs are digital x-ray imaging devices that incorporate a two-dimensional array of imaging pixels, each pixel consisting of an amorphous silicon ͑a-Si͒ thin-film transistor ͑TFT͒ coupled to other pixel components which convert incident x-ray radiation to charge and store this imaging signal in the pixel. 11 Such imagers have demonstrated levels of performance equivalent, or superior to those exhibited by traditional, nondigital imaging technologies, as well as offering many other advantages. 10 Consequently, AMFPIs are being rapidly integrated into a wide variety of medical and industrial imaging applications. 11 However, under certain circumstances, such as fluoroscopic imaging performed at low doses and mammographic imaging at high spatial resolution, the performance, as characterized by the signal-to-noise ratio ͑SNR͒, of present-day AMFPIs is significantly constrained. 12, 13 One promising approach for overcoming such limitations is to enhance the SNR by incorporating in-pixel amplifiers into the array designs. 10, 12, 14, 15 While a-Si TFTs are well suited to their role as pixel switches, challenges exist in configuring them as amplifiers with sufficient performance. 16 For this reason, poly-Si fabricated by excimer laser annealing 8 ͑ELA͒ is being investigated as a possible alternative for a-Si, and several prototype AMPFI designs based on poly-Si TFTs have been reported. 14, 17, 18 In addition, the use of poly-Si opens up other possibilities, such as the achievement of considerably higher frame rates as well as the incorporation of peripheral circuits ͑e.g., data-line multiplexers and gate-line drivers͒ on the array substrate in order to reduce the need for external electronics and thus lower manufacturing costs. 19 An important consideration for x-ray imaging devices is that they are exposed to large amounts of ionizing radiation during their operational lifetime. For example, the estimated average dose per year for an AMFPI in diagnostic x-ray imaging applications is ϳ2 Gy in fluoroscopy, 20, 21 ϳ10 Gy in chest radiography, 21, 22 and ϳ50 Gy in mammography 23 while it is ϳ500 Gy in megavoltage radiotherapy imaging. 24 With an imaging equipment typically expected to last at least 5 years, it is therefore critical that poly-Si circuit elements be able to tolerate correspondingly high radiation levels. The effects of radiation of various types of solid-phase crystallized ͑SPC͒ poly-Si TFTs at a single dose ͑equivalent to ϳ10 000 Gy͒ has been reported in an earlier study by Yang et al. 25 However, poly-Si TFTs fabricated by ELA, the presently preferred method, 9,26 exhibit significantly different structure ͑i.e., much larger grain size͒ and better properties ͑e.g., higher mobility and sharper turn on͒. It is therefore interesting to examine the radiation-induced effects on ELA poly-Si TFTs, which are critical to the above-mentioned applications, but are still largely unknown. In this work, we systematically examine various properties of ELA poly-Si TFTs, including mobility, threshold voltage, subthreshold swing, leakage current, and thermal and flicker noise amplitudes, as a function of dose up to 1000 Gy. In addition, the physical mechanisms underlying these effects are discussed in terms of the change in trapped charge in the gate oxide, at the Si-SiO 2 interface and at the poly-Si grain boundaries.
Finally, the implications of the observed effects with respect to medical applications requiring different lifetime levels of doses are discussed.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The ELA poly-Si TFTs used in this study were produced at the Palo Alto Research Center ͑PARC͒. A schematic diagram illustrating the structure of these TFTs is shown in Fig.  1 . All the TFTs examined in the present study are n type, with channel widths ͑W͒ ranging from 5 to 50 m and channel lengths ͑L͒ ranging from 10 to 50 m, as listed in Table  I .
All the TFTs used in the study were fabricated on the same test chip. To allow an accurate determination of dose, the test chip was placed in an acrylic enclosure, with 2.7 cm of overlying material serving as dose buildup layer and 10 cm of underlying material serving to provide full backscatter. The enclosure is attached to the accessory mount of a Varian 21EX linear accelerator. With this configuration, the TFTs were irradiated by a 6 MV therapy beam at a dose rate of 0.04 Gy/ s. ͑Note that the dose values reported in this paper correspond to dose to water at the position of the test chip, using the known calibration of the linear accelerator.͒ The radiation was delivered in steps ranging from 10 to 200 Gy per step, up to a total dose of 1000 Gy, with measurements performed after each step. This cumulative dose significantly exceeds the lifetime dose received by diagnostic x-ray imagers and the yearly dose for megavoltage imagers. During the irradiations, no bias voltage was applied to the TFTs. After each irradiation step, current-voltage and noise characteristics were measured for each of the TFTs, and the results are presented in the following section as a function of cumulative dose. Figure 2͑a͒ shows an example of the effects of x-ray irradiation on the transfer characteristics of a representative poly-Si TFT before irradiation and after receiving 100, 500, and 1000 Gy. As dose increases, the subthreshold region is seen to shift toward more negative gate voltages and becomes shallower. This indicates an increase in the subthreshold swing S and a change in the threshold voltage V T . For gate voltages V G , where the TFT is fully conducting ͑V G Ͼ 5 V͒, the curves for the various doses overlap, indicating that there is no significant degradation in TFT mobility. Finally, in the nonconducting region of the TFT ͑V G Ͻ 0 V͒, an apparent increase in the leakage current is observed. Figure  2͑b͒ shows transfer characteristics measured up to 60 days following the final irradiation, during which the TFT was kept at room temperature ͑ϳ295 K͒. All the curves in Fig.  2͑b͒ largely overlap, which suggests the absence of any room-temperature annealing effects over this period. 
III. RESULTS

A. Effects on mobility
In general, for sufficiently high positive gate voltages ͑for example, V G Ͼ 10 V͒ and small drain voltages V D ͑i.e., 
where is the TFT mobility, C ox is the gate oxide capacitance per unit area, and V T is the threshold voltage. For each measured transfer characteristic curve, and V T were determined from the slope and the intercept, respectively, of a linear fit of Eq. ͑1͒ to the portion of the data corresponding to gate voltages greater than 10 V. Note that the overall uncertainty in the measurements of the source-drain current under these gate voltages was less than 0.1%, and the uncertainty in the values of applied voltage was less than 1 mV. As a result, the error in the determination of and V T is estimated to be less than 0.15% and 0.02 V, respectively. Figure 3 shows the mobility of the TFTs as a function of dose. As seen in the figure, after 250 Gy ͑which corresponds to the approximate dose a mammographic imager receives over 5 years͒, the degradation of the mobility is less than 1%. This change is fairly minor and thus the operation of AMFPIs with poly-Si TFTs for diagnostic applications should not be significantly affected. In addition, after receiving the total 1000 Gy ͑which corresponds to approximately two years of use for a megavoltage radiotherapy imager͒, the degradation is still only about 4%-5%.
In order to interpret the observed degradation in the mobility of the poly-Si TFTs, we note that the mobility degradation of crystalline silicon ͑c-Si͒ metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistors ͑MOSFETs͒ has been reported to follow the expression:
where 0 is the mobility prior to irradiation, ⌬N it is the radiation-induced increase in the aerial density of trapping states at the Si-SiO 2 interface of the transistor, and is a constant which has been measured to be 7 ± 1.3ϫ 10 −13 cm 2 . 29 For the poly-Si TFTs, an expression with a similar form to that of Eq. ͑2͒ was used to examine the relationship between the measured values of and the absorbed dose D,
where ␥ is a constant. From a fit of Eq. ͑3͒ to the data shown in Fig. 3 , an average value for ␥ of 4.4± 0.6ϫ 10 −5 Gy −1 is obtained. With the assumption that Eq. ͑2͒ also applies to poly-Si TFTs, a relationship between ⌬N it and the absorbed dose D can be obtained by combining Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑3͒,
The linear dependence of ⌬N it on dose for poly-Si TFTs indicated by this equation is similar to what has been modeled 30, 31 and observed [32] [33] [34] in c-Si MOSFETs at dose levels comparable to those of the present study. Equation ͑4͒ is used in the analysis of radiation-induced effects on the threshold voltage and subthreshold swing in the following sections. ͓Note that the assumption of the applicability of Eq. ͑2͒ to poly-Si TFTs implies that the mobility degradation of such TFTs is due to an increase in the density of trapping states at the Si-SiO 2 interface, as is the case for c-Si MOSFETs.͔
B. Effects on threshold voltage
The threshold voltage as a function of dose is plotted in Fig. 4͑a͒ . For all poly-Si TFTs examined, V T is seen to decrease by ϳ1 V in the first 500 Gy, then increase very slowly with further dose. Given that the voltages used to render TFTs conducting and nonconducting on imaging arrays are typically ϳ15 and −5 V, respectively, the observed shift in V T should not significantly affect the addressing of AMFPI pixels. For AMFPI arrays with in-pixel amplifiers employing a source-follower circuit, 18 this shift may induce an offset in imaging signal ͑which is in proportion to ͓V G − V T ͔-but such an offset should not pose a problem since it can be corrected through gain and offset corrections of the type that are routinely used in postprocessing of image frames. 35 As in the case of c-Si MOSFETs, the observed shift in threshold voltage for the poly-Si TFTs ⌬V T can be separated into contributions due to the charge trapped at the Si-SiO 2 interface ⌬V it and in the gate oxide ⌬V ot , 36, 37 ⌬V T = ⌬V it + ⌬V ot . ͑5͒
For the TFTs used in this study, which are all n type, the radiation-generated interface trapping states are generally acceptorlike and hence charged with electrons after band bending. This leads to a positive ⌬V it , since a higher threshold voltage is needed to compensate for the trapped electrons,
where q is the electron charge. On the other hand, ⌬V ot is generally negative for n-type TFTs, since the electric field associated with radiation-generated holes trapped in the gate oxide reduces the external electrical field needed to turn on the TFT,
where ⌬N ot is the increase in the aerial density of holes trapped in the gate oxide. Using Eqs. ͑4͒-͑7͒ along with the V T data shown in Fig. 4͑a͒ , ⌬V T , ⌬V it , and ⌬V ot were determined and are plotted in Fig. 4͑b͒ . As seen in the figure, for the first ϳ500 Gy, the threshold voltage drops due to the dominance of ⌬V ot . Thereafter, ⌬V T slowly increases as a result of saturation in ⌬V ot and continued increases in ⌬V it . The sublinear changes in ⌬V ot ͑and ⌬N ot ͒ of the poly-Si TFTs with increasing dose, followed by saturation, are also generally observed in the radiation response of c-Si MOS devices-although the dose level at which ⌬N ot saturates varies considerably for different devices. 38 Such saturation has been attributed to the fact that, as trapped charge builds up, the electric field in the gate oxide approaches zero and radiation-generated electron-hole pairs recombine more easily.
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C. Effects on subthreshold swing
Another important property of the poly-Si TFTs, the subthreshold swing S, was determined from the inverse of the maximum slope ͑‫ץ‬V G / ‫ץ‬ log 10 I D ͒ of the transfer characteristic curves in the subthreshold region. In this region, the uncertainty in the measurement of the source-drain current is less than 1%. As seen in Fig. 5 , the resulting values for S exhibit an approximately linear dependence on dose, which is consistent with Eq. ͑4͒, since the subthreshold swing is also known to be linearly dependent on the interface trap density. 28, 40 The average value of S across all the TFTs is observed to increase from ϳ0.20 V/decade, prior to irradiation, to ϳ0.25 V/decade after 250 Gy, and finally to ϳ0.45 V/decade after 1000 Gy. Such changes should not significantly affect the addressing of AMFPI pixels since TFT switches are only operated in their conducting and nonconducting states. However, the change in S observed at the highest doses could conceivably cause performance problems in the case of the more complex circuits of in-pixel amplifiers, where TFTs may be operated in the subthreshold region.
D. Effects on leakage current
A problem commonly encountered with TFTs used as addressing switches is a dramatic increase in leakage current as a result of radiation. In the present study, both the shape and the magnitude of the transfer characteristics in the nonconducting region were found to undergo significant changes with increasing dose. Given the complexity of these changes, a relatively simple measure of the effect of radiation on leakage current for a given TFT was chosen based on how the magnitude of the minimum leakage current varied as a function of dose. This measure also facilitated meaningful comparisons between the various transistors ͑which exhibited leakage current minima at different negative gate voltages͒. The uncertainty in the measurement of this current is ϳ10% due to its very small magnitude. found to increase by a factor of 1.6-2.4 after 250 Gy and by a factor of 3.0-8.7 after 1000 Gy. The increase in leakage current may be due to radiation-generated defects in the drain-depletion region. It has been found that the dominant mechanism of poly-Si TFT leakage current is thermionicfield emission, 41 and radiation-generated defects in the depletion region greatly reduce the potential barriers to electrons transported through this mechanism. 42 It should be noted that the measured values of leakage current for these TFTs are sufficiently high, even before irradiation, so as to prohibit practical operation of an AMFPI based on the use of such TFTs as addressing switches. For example, for an imager with a pixel charge capacity of 1 pC and a frame time of 1 s, good performance would preclude leakage currents in excess of ϳ0.1 pA. However, with the implementation of a small channel width ͑ϳ10 m͒ with a dual gate structure, more practical leakage currents ͑as low as 15 fA at V D =5 V͒ can be obtained. 8 Furthermore, in the actual operation of an AMFPI, the source-drain voltage across addressing TFTs is typically much less than 5 V, resulting in even lower leakage current values. Therefore, it should be possible to configure poly-Si TFTs as addressing switches and keep the amplitude of the leakage current within the required range throughout the lifetime of AMPFI imagers.
E. Effects on source-drain current noise
While the TFT transfer characteristics directly determine the operation of AMFPIs, the TFT noise power spectrum is an important determinant of their signal-to-noise properties. 12 The noise power spectrum was determined for four TFTs by taking the square of the Fourier transform of the measured TFT source-drain current at a positive gate voltage of 15 V. For each TFT, the current was passed through a 10 kHz low-pass filter and sampled at 40 kHz. Noise power spectra obtained after 1000 Gy are shown in Fig. 7͑a͒ . These results are essentially identical to those obtained prior to the irradiation ͑not plotted͒. The TFT noise consists of two components; flicker noise S f which dominates the low frequency spectrum and frequencyindependent thermal noise S t which dominates the high frequency spectrum. These components can be expressed as 
where f is the frequency, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature ͑295 K͒, and ␣, ␦, and ␤ are unitless coefficients. The coefficients ␣, ␦, and ␤ were obtained from fitting power spectra such as those shown in Fig. 7͑a͒ , and are plotted as a function of dose in Figs. 7͑b͒-7͑d͒ . No clear evidence of a radiation-induced change is observed in these coefficients, implying that noise properties of poly-Si TFTs are not affected by irradiations up to 1000 Gy.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Charge trapped at the grain boundaries
The use of Eq. ͑2͒ in the above analysis is based upon the assumption that the mechanisms responsible for mobility degradation in poly-Si TFTs are the same as for c-Si TFTs. However, a complete understanding requires consideration of the unique structure of poly-Si thin films, which, in the analysis of transport properties, have been modeled as onedimensional chains of crystalline grains with an amorphous interface. [44] [45] [46] Based on the idea that conduction in poly-Si TFTs is largely determined by thermionic emission across grain boundaries, [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] 
where N bt is the aerial density of trapping states at grain boundaries, t is the thickness of the poly-Si film ͑equal to ϳ50 nm in the present case͒, and is the permittivity of silicon. Integrating Eq. ͑10͒ over the cross section of a poly-Si channel, the following expression for the sourcedrain current I D is obtained:
͑12͒
Using this equation, and assuming that there is no strong dependence of ⌬V gb on V G , N bt can be determined from the slope of a linear fit of ln͓I D / ͑V G − V T ͔͒ plotted as a function of 1 / ͑V G − V T ͒. 46 Examples of such fits are shown in Fig.  8͑a͒ . Values for N bt obtained in this manner, along with values for ⌬N it and ⌬N ot independently obtained from Eqs. ͑4͒ and ͑7͒, respectively, were averaged over the eight TFTs and the results are plotted in Fig. 8͑b͒ as a function of dose. N bt is observed to remain at a constant value of ϳ4.3 ϫ 10 11 cm −2 over doses up to 1000 Gy, while ⌬N it and ⌬N ot exhibit dependence on dose. In principle, changes in either the density of trapping states at the grain boundaries or at the Si-SiO 2 interface would lead to changes in poly-Si TFT mobility. ͑It has been shown that changes in the density of trapping states in the gate oxide does not affect TFT mobility. 29 ͒ The absence of significant changes in N bt therefore implies that the observed mobility changes are due to changes in trapping state density at the Si-SiO 2 interfacethus supporting the assumption of the applicability of Eq. ͑2͒ to poly-Si TFTs in the present study.
B. Comparison with the behavior of a-Si and SPC poly-Si TFTs
In general, the measured effects of radiation on ELA poly-Si TFTs in the present study are more significant than effects observed in earlier studies on SPC poly-Si TFTs 25 and a-Si TFTs. 21 For example, 4%-5% reductions in mobility were found for the ELA poly-Si TFTs after ϳ1 kGy, while similar percentage reductions were observed for SPC poly-Si and a-Si TFTs only after receiving much higher doses ͑sev-eral kilograys and more than 20 kGy, respectively͒.
The results shown correspond to data obtained from a TFT with W = L =50 m prior to irradiation, and after receiving 1000 Gy. The dotted lines are linear fits obtained using Eq. ͑12͒, and N bt is determined from the slope of these fits. ͑b͒ Aerial density of trapping states at the grain boundaries N bt radiationinduced increase in holes trapped in the gate oxide ⌬N ot , and radiationinduced increase in the trapping states at the Si-SiO 2 interface ⌬N it .
V. CONCLUSION
High levels of x-ray irradiation have been found to induce two major effects in ELA poly-Si TFTs: the creation of additional trapping states at the Si-SiO 2 interface and additional holes in the gate oxide. The density of trapping states at the interface increases linearly with cumulative dose up to 1000 Gy, leading to a degradation in the subthreshold swing from ϳ0.20 to ϳ 0.45 V/decade, and to a degradation in mobility of ϳ5%. The density of holes trapped in the oxide is found to increase in a sublinear manner with cumulative dose until saturating at ϳ500 Gy. As a result of the combination of these two radiation-induced effects, the threshold voltage is found to shift toward negative voltages for the first ϳ500 Gy ͑where the effect of holes trapped in the oxide dominates͒, and slowly shifts toward positive voltages thereafter ͑where the effect of electrons trapped at the interface dominates͒. In addition, the density of trapping states at the grain boundaries was not found to be affected by the irradiation. Finally, no significant change is observed in either the flicker or thermal noise of the TFT source-drain current. The results of these initial studies are encouraging. They suggest that the effects of radiation on poly-Si TFTs are sufficiently small that the performance of AMFPIs incorporating such transistors for addressing and for more complex circuits ͑such as in-pixel amplifiers͒ should not be significantly affected at the dose levels associated with diagnostic imaging applications such as radiography, fluoroscopy, and mammography. However, for applications with higher levels of dose, such as radiotherapy, a higher degree of radiation tolerance would be desirable.
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